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Abstract— Leg stiffness is considered a prevalent
parameter used in data analysis of leg locomotion during
different gaits, such as walking, running, and hopping.
Quantification of the change in support leg stiffness during
stair ascent and descent will enhance our understanding
of complex stair climbing gait dynamics. The purpose of
this study is to investigate a methodology to estimate leg
stiffness during stair climbing and subdivide the stair climb-
ing gait cycle. Leg stiffness was determined as the ratio
of changes in ground reaction force in the direction of the
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support leg Fl (leg force) to the respective changes in length
Ll during the entire stance phase. Eight subjects ascended
and descended an instrumented staircase at different
cadences. In this study, the changes of leg force and length
(force–length curve) are described as the leg stiffness
curve, the slope of which represents the normalized stiff-
ness during stair climbing. The stair ascent and descent
gait cycles were subdivided based on the negative and
positive work fluctuations of the center-of-mass (CoM) work
rate curve and the characteristics of leg stiffness. We found
that the leg stiffness curve consists of several segments
in which the force–length relationship was similarly linear
and the stiffness value was relatively constant; the phase
divided by the leg stiffness curve corresponds to the phase
divided by the CoM work rate curve. The results of this study
may guide biomimetic control strategies for a wearable
lower-extremity robot for the entire stance phase during
stair climbing.

Index Terms— Leg stiffness, stair ascent, stair descent,
human walking, phase subdivision.

I. INTRODUCTION

STAIR climbing is one of the most common activities in
daily living. Walking on stairs presents as more demand-

ing than level walking, especially for the elderly [1], [2],
subjects suffering from muscle or joint diseases [3], [4],
and subjects with amputations [5]–[9]. The studies of biome-
chanics of stair climbing can enhance our understanding of
the complicated processes of human locomotion during stair
ascent and descent. Furthermore, the biomechanical analysis
of normal stair climbing can support the design and control
of rehabilitation devices, such as lower-extremity exoskeletons
or prostheses [10]–[15].

Previous studies investigated the biomechanics of normal
human ascending and descending stairs [16]–[22]. Biome-
chanical parameters commonly used in locomotion analysis
include joint angles and moments [23], joint power [24],
grand plantar pressure characteristics [25], foot clearance [26],
whole-body angular momentum [27], and ground reaction
forces (GRFs) [28]. Other related works show that dual-tasking
affects the kinetics but not the kinematics of stair climb-
ing [29], that stair inclinations significantly influence the joint
powers [30], and that different-level steps result in different
joint moments in both sagittal and frontal planes [31]. In addi-
tion, some researchers have focused on the biomechanical
analysis of stair ambulation in the elderly [32], lower-limb
amputees [33], and people with joint disease [34], which
contributes to the design of low-extremity exoskeletons and
prostheses.
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Stair climbing presents a greater biomechanical challenge
relative to level walking because the body CoM must be
raised during ascent and lowered during descent during the
single-limb stance phase while maintaining forward progres-
sion and proper foot placement. It is reported that the stance
phase occupies approximately 60% of the gait cycle in stair
ascent or descent, and the performance of the swing phase
depends on the stance phase [35]. Therefore, the biomechan-
ical characteristics of the stance phase during stair climbing
are essential in studies on stair climbing. Leg stiffness is a key
parameter in data analysis of legged locomotion during the
stance phase [36], [37], and several studies have investigated
leg stiffness during level walking [38], [39], running [40], [41],
and hopping [42]. To the best of author’s knowledge, few
comprehensive analyses have discussed leg stiffness during
stair climbing, although leg stiffness while stair climbing
is an important characteristic affecting gait kinetics and the
kinematics of stair climbing [43]. Furthermore, leg stiffness
in previous studies was mostly regarded as a single constant
value that could be simulated accurately by vertical directional
models. The leg stiffness is calculated as the ratio of maximum
value of the ground reaction forces to maximum displacement
of COM during body contact with the ground [38]–[42], [44].
However, stair climbing is a relatively complex movement,
with several phases alternating and leg stiffness changing
during different phases. To investigate leg stiffness during
different phases, it is necessary to further define the subphases
of stair ascent and descent. The gait cycle during stair climbing
was divided into phases according to different objectives for
progression [45]. Based on the actions of CoM and GRF, [35]
further refine the phases described by [45]. In this study,
negative and positive work fluctuations of the CoM work rate
curve are used to subdivide phases of stair climbing, which
reveals the change of mechanical energy during stair climbing.
The changes in mechanical energy and quantification of leg
stiffness during different phases may guide biomimetic control
strategies for a wearable lower-extremity robot for the entire
stance phase during stair climbing.

The purposes of this study are to explore the body CoM
work rate and leg stiffness during stair climbing, subdivide
stair climbing gait phases, and investigate how stair climbing
speed affects leg stiffness variation. The main contributions of
this paper are summarized as follows.

(1) This study reveals variable leg stiffness of the supporting
leg at different phases during the complex process of stair
climbing, which changes continuously in different phases and
remains relatively constant in each phase.

(2) Stair climbing gait phases are subdivided based on the
negative and positive work fluctuations of CoM work rate
and the characteristics of leg stiffness. The stance phase of
stair ascent includes five subphases: collision, early lifting,
late lifting, strutting, and push-off, and the stance phase of
stair descent includes four subphases: collision, rebound, early
transition, and late transition.

(3) The variable leg stiffness of different phases and speeds
during stair climbing is estimated based on the profile of the
leg force–length curves rather than the peak values of force
and length used in previous studies. These results can serve as

TABLE I
VECTOR NOTATION

a reference for the imitation of natural motor control strategies
in prostheses or exoskeletons applied to stair climbing.

II. METHOD

A. Protocols

Eight healthy subjects (23 ± 3 years old) of similar body
height (1.72 ± 0.10 m) and weight (72.5 ± 8.5 kg) participated
in this study and completed the informed consent approved
by the Institutional Review Board of Southern University of
Science and Technology. In a questionnaire, subjects reported
no history of leg injuries or balance disorders and reported they
could execute stair ascent and descent at different cadences.

The subjects walked up and down the instrumented staircase
at three cadences (80, 90, and 100 steps/min). For each subject
and for each cadence, ascend and descend movements were
recorded for three repetitive trials. Stair ascent was initiated
in front of the staircase on ground level, whereas stair descent
started on a platform. Prior to data acquisition, the subjects
ascended and descended the stairs several times until they were
accustomed to the motion.

B. Measurement

The instrumented staircase consisted of eight steps with a
force plate (FP4060-08, Bertec, Columbus, OH, USA) embed-
ded in each step. The step dimensions were 15 cm (rise) by
30 cm (run), and the steps were wide enough (150 cm) to
avoid falling.

For each trial, body kinematics and kinetics were captured
by 12 motion-capture cameras (Motion Analysis, Raptor-
12HS, Rohnert Park, CA, USA) and the instrumented stairs,
with a sampling frequency of 120 Hz for the motion-capture
cameras and 1200 Hz for the force plates. The force plates
can measure Fl , including the force magnitude, direction, and
starting point of the center of pressure (CoP). Fifteen reflective
markers were placed on the V-Sacral and lower limbs. Three
markers were used (L-ASIS, R-ASIS, and V-Sacral) from the
Halen Hayes model to assist in CoM tracking, and hence
the CoM was replaced by the center of pelvis calculated by
the three markers [46]. Using the Motion Analysis System and
force plates, we can obtain the data of human lower-extremity
motion and the force Fl synchronously [47], [48]. Motion-
capture and force-plate data were filtered by a fifth-order
Butterworth lower-pass filter with cutoff frequencies of 10 and
30 Hz, respectively. As shown in Table I, vector r is the
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Fig. 1. Testing environment and description of parameters of selected support leg. (a) Testing equipment includes motion-capture cameras,
instrumented stairs with force plates, and subjects walking on stairs wearing reflective markers. (b) Virtual limb length is the distance between the
pelvis center and center of pressure (CoP), and leg force is the ground reaction force (GRF) component in the direction of CoP to CoM.

position vector from the CoP to the pelvis, the length Ll was
defined as the nominal value of r . The leg force Fl is the
component of the GRF in the direction of the position vector
r , as shown in Fig. 1(b).

C. Analysis

To cover the individual differences, the leg force and virtual
limb length were normalized by follows.

FN = Fl/mg, (1)

L N = Ll/L0, (2)

where m is the body mass; L0 represents the initial leg length,
defined as the distance from the CoM to the CoP while
standing upright. During stair climbing, CoM velocity was
determined by the integration of the leg forces, considering
periodic strides and steady state. Furthermore, the support
CoM work rate was calculated from the vector dot product
of the leg force FN with the velocity of the CoM [49], [50] as

PCoM = �FN · �VCoM

= |FN ||VCoM|cosθ

= |FN ||Vleg|, (3)

where PCoM and VCoM are CoM work rate and CoM velocity,
respectively. The CoM velocity was decomposed into the
direction of the position vector r (Vleg) and the direction
perpendicular to the vector r . As FN is along the direction
of the vector r , the CoM work rate is equal to zero when the
virtual limb length changing velocity is zero.

Based on the experimental results, the FN -L N curve and
CoM work rate curve were used to analyze the leg stiffness
and CoM work done during stair climbing at different speeds.
Furthermore, the gait cycle during stair climbing can be
divided into several portions based on the FN -L N curve and
CoM work rate curve. The leg stiffness of different phases

during stair climbing was calculated based on the profile of
the FN -L N curve. It should be noted that the leg stiffness
termed in this study is “quasi-leg stiffness” [51], [52] due to
the contribution of inertia and damping to the final results.

D. Statistical Analysis

All statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS
Statistics version 20.0. Normal distribution for each vari-
able was assessed using the Shapiro–Wilk test and the
Anderson–Darling test. In cases of non-normal distribution,
a log transformation was completed, and normal distribution
was reevaluated. To statistically confirm differences between
different gait speeds in the different gait phases, we applied the
Mann-Whitney U test to these variables and two-way ANOVA
[5 phase × 3 speed (stair ascent), 4 phase × 3 speed (stair
descent)] to find the difference of leg stiffness at different gait
speeds in different gait phases. The significance level was set
at 0.05.

III. RESULTS

A. Stair Ascent Gait Cycle Subdivision

In this study, the stair climbing stance phase can be first
divided into different subphases according to the CoM work
rate. The direction of the leg force FN and CoM velocity
VCoM during different subphases of stair ascent are shown in
Fig. 2(a). In the CoM work rate curve, the zero points B, C,
and D (except the starting point A and ending point E of the
stance phase) at which the curves cross over the X axis are the
demarcations of the subphases in the stance phase. Based on
the gait events and CoM work rate curve, the stance phase can
be divided into four subphases, including the collision, lifting,
strutting, and push-off, as shown in Fig. 2(b). Similar to the
CoM work rate curve, the FN -L N curve can also be divided
into several parts according to the inflection points B, C, and
D of the curve, as shown in Fig. 2(c). The slope of each part
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Fig. 2. Stair ascent gait cycle subdivision based on CoM work rate and leg stiffness, averaging all trials across subjects with standard deviations
(± 1) indicated by shaded regions. (a) Stair ascent stance phase diagram. (b) CoM work rate curve divided into four subphases by points A, B, C,
D, and E. (c) FN − LN curve divided into the same four subphases. Different subphases correspond to different slopes and features.

represents the leg stiffness during this subphases. Moreover,
the inflection points in the FN -L N curve correspond to the zero
points in the CoM work rate, because the virtual limb length
change velocity at the inflection point is zero. Therefore,
during different subphases of stair ascent, the CoM work rate
followed a pattern of positive and negative work fluctuations,
while the leg stiffness was also constantly changing.

The four subphases including collision, lifting, strutting, and
push-off directly reflected the performances of the support
leg during stair ascent. The collision phase begins with stair
contacting by one foot, as point A shown in the FN -L N

curve, with the virtual lower limb length decreasing as the foot
collides with the step, and ends with the opposite foot leaving
the step. At this moment, the length reaches the first minimal
value, as shown by point B in Fig. 2(c). During the collision,
the energy is partially stored in the leg compression and will
release in the lifting phase to lift the body up to enter the
single stance phase and climb the step. The lifting phase starts
from the first minimal value of the virtual lower limb length,
and ends at the first maximal value of the virtual lower limb
length, as shown by point C in Fig. 2(c). During the lifting,
the body mainly does positive work through the hip-knee
joint to overcome gravity to lift the CoM, and therefore the

CoM work rate curve displays a region of positive work. The
virtual lower limb length increases uniformly, and according
to the changing trend of leg force it can be divided into early
lifting and late lifting. The strutting phase starts from the first
maximal value of the virtual lower limb length (point C) to the
second minimal value of the virtual lower limb length (point
D). During the strutting, the CoM moves from the back of the
CoP to the front, the contra-lateral foot moves from the swing
phase to contact the stair, and the FN performs negative CoM
work. The leg is fully extended like a strut and the length of
the leg barely changes. Finally, the push-off phase starts from
the second minimal value of the virtual lower limb length,
until the end point of the stance phase (point E), that is, the
toe off of the support leg. During this phase, the subject lifts
the body by flexing the ankle plantar; the foot leaves the steps
and enters the swing phase, with the opposite leg in the early
lifting phase.

B. Stair Descent Gait Cycle Subdivision

Similar to the study of stair ascent, the change in CoM work
rate and leg stiffness were also investigated during different
subphases of stair descent, as shown in Fig. 3. According to
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Fig. 3. Stair descent gait cycle subdivision based on CoM work rate and leg stiffness, averaging all trials across subjects with standard deviations
(± 1) indicated by shaded regions. (a) Stair descent stance phase diagram. (b) CoM work rate curve divided into three subphases by points A, B,
C, and D. (c) FN − LN curve divided into the same three subphases. Different subphases have different slopes and features.

the stair descent CoM work rate curve [Fig. 3(b)] and the
FN − L N curve [Fig. 3(c)], the stair descent stance phase
was divided into three subphases, including collision, rebound,
and transition. Similar to stair ascent, the collision phase of
stair descent starts with one foot contacting the stair [point A
in Fig. 3(c)], with the length decreasing as the foot collides
with the step, and ending when the opposite foot begins to
leave the stair [collision phase in Fig. 3(b) and point B in
Fig. 3(c)]. During the collision, the subject starts to contact
the stair with the frontal foot, relying on the elasticity of the
joint to absorb the energy of impact and play the role of a
buffer, and performs negative CoM work [Fig. 3(b)]. Unlike
stair ascent, the collision phase comprises a large proportion
of the total gait cycle of stair descent (stair ascent 5% and stair
descent 20%), which also requires more energy to dissipate.
For the rebound phase, the energy stored during the collision
phase will release and lead to a small positive CoM work.
Since the virtual limb length changes little over this phase,
the supporting leg bears the majority of the body’s weight, the
GRF increases quickly, and the leg is also rigid like a strut.
Finally, in the transition phase, the CoM falls and moves
forward while preparing for the landing of the contra-lateral

foot. The bend of the knee joint and dorsiflexion of the ankle
joint lead to the decrease of the virtual limb length. The CoM
moves along the direction of leg contraction, which shows a
negative work rate. According to the changing trend of leg
force, this phase can be divided into early transition and late
transition.

C. Leg Stiffness During Different Phases of
Stair Climbing

Compared with the previous studies on leg stiffness, the
change of leg force and length are described as the FN − L N

curve in this study, the slope of which represents the nor-
malized stiffness during stair climbing. As shown in Fig 2(c),
the collision phase curve AB rises slowly, and its slope
illustrates that the leg stiffness increases gradually over this
phase. The lifting phase is divided into early lifting and late
lifting based on the change of slope. The early lifting phase
curve is gradually flattened, which shows that the leg stiffness
decreases gradually. The slope of the late lifting curve nearly
remains constant, and therefore the leg stiffness is almost
unchanged during this phase. Regarding the strutting phase,
the curve CD is nearly vertical upward, which means that the
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Fig. 4. Estimation of leg stiffness at different phases during stair ascent and descent. (a) Stair ascent leg stiffness estimation based on the profile
of the FN − LN curve. (b) Stair descent leg stiffness estimation based on the profile of the FN − LN.

leg stiffness is extremely large and the leg performs like a
strut. Finally, the push-off phase is a nearly linear oblique
line, which represents the continuous and steady process of
pushing the toe off the ground and pushing the body upward
and forward, while the leg stiffness remains almost constant.

During stair descent [Fig. 3(c)], the FN -L N curve is almost
linear over the collision phase, which indicates that the values
of leg stiffness are relatively constant. Similar to strutting
phase during ascent, the leg performs like a strut and the
leg stiffness is extremely large. The transition phase is also
divided into early transition and late transition based on the
leg stiffness characteristics, and the leg stiffnesses of the two
phases are also relatively constant.

Although the leg stiffness changes during each subphases,
it can be observed that the relationship of FN −L N is similarly
linear and the stiffness value is relatively constant. Therefore,
in this study the leg stiffness of different phases is estimated
based on the profile of the FN − L N curves. As shown in
Fig. 4, the dotted lines along each part of the curve are a
linear fitting of the corresponding part, the slopes of which
are the estimations of normalized leg stiffness of each phase.
The values of determination coefficient R2 that represent the
quality of model match. The absolute leg stiffness can be
calculated as

K = Knom · mg/L0, (4)

where Knom denotes the normalized leg stiffness and K
the absolute leg stiffness. Tables II and III show normalized
leg stiffness and absolute leg stiffness at different phases
of stair ascent and descent, respectively. The force-length
curves reveal the variable leg stiffness during stair climbing,
as opposed to the single constant value used in previous studies
to describe the leg stiffness during different locomotion.

D. Stair Ascent and Descent at Different Speeds

It has been presented in another study that leg stiffness
can be influenced by locomotion speed [53]. Stair climbing

TABLE II
STAIR ASCENT LEG STIFFNESS OF DIFFERENT PHASES

TABLE III
STAIR DESCENT LEG STIFFNESS OF DIFFERENT PHASES

at different cadences were performed to investigate the effect
of speed on the work performed and leg stiffness over each
gait cycle. During stair ascent and descent, the leg stiffness and
CoM work generally increased with speed. It was obvious that
the CoM work increased with speed during different subphases
of stair ascent and descent (p < 0.05), as shown in Fig. 5(a)
and (b). The profile of the FN − L N curve at different stair
climbing speeds is very similar [Fig. 5(c) and (d)]. A quan-
titative comparison of the leg stiffness during different sub-
phases of stair ascent and descent revealed notable trends with
different stair climbing speeds, as shown in Fig. 5(e) and (f).
As shown in Fig. 5(e), because the leg performs like a strut,
the magnitudes of leg stiffness during the strutting phase
are significantly larger than in the other phases. Statistical
analysis revealed that the leg stiffness during different phases
is significantly different ( p < 0.05), which again indicates that
the stiffness of each phase during stair climbing is different
and cannot be described by a single constant value. Overall,
the leg stiffness increases with speed ( p < 0.05) during stair
ascent except for strutting phase. Similarly, the leg stiffness
during the rebound phase is significantly larger than in the
other phases during stair descent (Fig. 5(f)). Statistical analysis
reported that no significant difference in leg stiffness between
speeds during rebound phase, and leg stiffness increases with
speed during other phases of stair descent (p < 0.05).
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Fig. 5. Stair ascent and descent at different speeds. (a) and (c) are CoM work rate and FN − LN curve at different speeds during stair ascent,
respectively. (b) and (d) are CoM work rate and FN − LN curve at different speeds during stair descent, respectively. (e) and (f) are leg stiffness at
different gait speeds in different gait phases during stair ascent and descent, respectively. Symbol † indicates speed effect and * indicates phase
effect for both groups at p < 0.05.
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IV. DISCUSSION

A. Unification of Leg Stiffness and CoM in Phase
Subdivision of Stair Climbing

According to the dividing method of the stance phase, each
trial of every subject can be divided into several subphases
for analysis. The benefit of dividing the stance phase into
subphases is that it is obvious and comparable to discover the
differences among numerous walking gaits from the view of
the support leg, shown in the subphases curve characteristics,
including the slopes and values. Moreover, the work behavior
of the support leg is related to the performance of the CoM
work, which can be shown in the CoM work rate curve.

Two widely used methods exist to define the gait cycle
during level walking, that is, CoM work rate and gait events.
In this study, we aimed to discover the change of mechanical
energy and leg stiffness during stair ascent and descent, and
define the stair climbing gait cycle based on this kinetic and
kinematic information. First, we compared the cutoff moments
of the subphases. During the stance phase of stair ascent,
by the CoM work rate method, the four subphases’ cutoff
moments were approximately 4%, 37%, and 48%. When
synchronizing the CoM work rate and FN − L N curve, the
cutoff moments in the FN −L N curve were 6%, 36%, and 50%,
respectively. The two methods’ cutoff moments are similar
throughout the entire support gait cycle. If the gait phases
are not used strictly, the two methods’ moments can be cut
off in an averaged manner, for example, roughly 5%, 40%,
and 50% corresponding, respectively, to the aforementioned
cutoff moments. Through the correspondence between the
CoM and the leg stiffness curve, it is proved that the gait
cycle divided according to the change of stiffness is feasible
and significant. The CoM work rate method divides the stance
phase referring to human energy, which can indicate the
mechanical energy change and the work transition directly.
The gait events method follows the actual lower-limb motions,
truly and clearly reflecting the gait kinematics. Thus, the two
methods meet different specific demands of gait analysis. The
stair climbing gait cycle subdivision method proposed in this
paper is simple and integrated, and can reflect the relationship
between the leg stiffness and the CoM work rate. The benefit
of this description is that it combines many biomechanical
characteristics in a single curve. By observing and analyzing
the FN − L N curve, the walking support leg stiffness can
be described as the form of the force-displacement curve or
equation, which changes the value and direction during the
entire stance phase.

B. Implications for Prostheses or Exoskeleton Control

When designing a stair climbing controller for a prosthesis
or exoskeleton, similar to level walking, it is also necessary to
divide the gait phases of stair ascent and descent. In this study,
the gait cycles for stair climbing were divided according to
the leg stiffness characteristics corresponding to the different
segments of the curve. A segmental linear fitting to the curve
was performed to obtain the corresponding equations. For
example, the curve of the collision phase can be represented

by the following equation:
FN = 6.561L N + 6.152. (5)

Furthermore, to mimic the leg stiffness of healthy peo-
ple, a spring-loaded inverted pendulum model can be used
to design biomimetic control strategies for a wearable
lower-extremity robot [40], which can be expressed by an
impedance controller as follows:

Fl = k (Ll − Lr ) + bL̇l , (6)

where Ll represents the real-time length during stair climbing,
Lr the desired length that can be referred to the data in
this study, and L̇l the rate of change in virtual limb length.
k is the leg stiffness, which can be calculated by (4). b is
the damping parameter, which can be tuned according to the
walking performance of the rehabilitation devices. Based on
the stiffness fitting equation of each phase, one can design a
virtual impedance controller to realize different stiffness.

C. Limitations and Future Work

The methods used in this study rely on accurate estimation
of virtual limb length. A limitation of this experiment is
that it is difficult to determine the real position of the CoM
during stair climbing. In this study, the position of the center
of the pelvis was used to represent the position of the real
CoM [46], which introduced a slight measuring error of the
CoM position. Furthermore, the real position of the CoP at the
beginning and end of the support phase may be affected by
the disturbance of the force plate. When contacting the force
plate, the z coordinates of both the CoP and the force plate
are supposed to be the same. However, due to the heel strike
and push-off action, the z coordinate of the CoP experiences
obvious fluctuations during these two phases, which affects
the estimation of length.

As shown in Fig. 5(c) and (d), it seems to be a difference
in the FN -L N curve depending on cadence, and online identi-
fication of subphases also depends on gait speed. There seems
to be a non-linear mapping between the leg stiffness and stair
climbing speed. In our future work, non-linear function fitting
or neural network methods may be used to approximate this
non-linear mapping. Due to space limitations, we will continue
to improve our theory and apply it to wearable lower-extremity
robots.
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